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Purpose and Goal
Big-data analysis is getting more attention with explosive
growth in Internet and mobile applications. Big-data is
defined by four V’s (high) Volume, Velocity, Variety and
Veracity. We focus on the data generated at high velocity. An
example of this kind of data is the tweets sent out by twitter
users. Our goal is to analyze the real-time twitter data to find
whether the words that from people's discussion can help us
to predict the result of future events and the popular things in
the society.

Introduction to MapReduce
1) Iterate over a large data set
2) Mapper: generated key-value
pairs for all input
3) Shuffle and sort intermediate
results
4) Reducer: All values with the same
key are reduced together
5) Output final result

Proportion of Mobile Devices in Twitter

Implementation Detail

iPhone is the most popular mobile
device in Twitter

The List of Words that Being Tweet
Only analyze the data from each
tweet that post by users instead
of whole content, on14th
valentines and 19th regular day.

Figure3: Application Architecture

1) Collect data by twitter API
2) Filter data by Stopwords list
3) Run MapReduce cooccurrence by using
“Pairs”/”Strips” algorithm.
4) Output frequency of
keyword co-occur with
others words.
5) Analyze relation among
words that are of interest.
6) Run output on Java App

Java Application for Co-occurrence Output
Feb 19th 2013

Feb 14th 2013

hypothesis :
 The words of "love" “happy” and
“valentines” would be most
popular on the date of 14-Feb
and the frequency of these
words higher than 19-Feb.

Firgue1: View of MapReduce

Obviously, for the keyword of “love”, the number of times “happy” and
“valentine(s)” co-occur with “love” on 14-Feb much higher than 19-Feb
2013.

Implementation Detail
1) Collect twitter data by Python
Twitter API.
2) Filter raw data by Stopwords list.
3) Run Wordcount in MapReduce
and sort output data by
frequency of words.
4) Discovery interesting words of
persons or objects to analyze.
5) Visualize the result.
Figure2: System Architecture for Data-intensive analyzer

Issues and Challenges
• The raw data we get back will be encoded in JSON(JavaScript Object
Notation) which enclosing complicated information in a platformindependent way. We need to re-process the JSON data to precisely extract
what users post in each tweet.
• The words that twitter users post in each tweet contain many unnecessary
stop words that need to be filtered out.
• Time complexity time is high because there are a lots of word pairs to sort
and shuffle around. We need to improve the algorithm to reduce the
complexity

Result:
 The words of “valentine(s)” , “love” and “happy ” appear much more
frequently on Feb 14th compare to Feb 19th 2013 because Feb 14th is
valentines holiday.
 The “lol”, “good” and ”haha” are all modal and common words during
conversation. Thus the frequency remain similar between these two
days

Words Co-occurrence
• Set data as co-occurrence context
• Term of co-occurrence matrix
– M is square n x n matrix
• n=|V| (the vocabulary size)
• Mij: number of times word wi co-occurs with word wj in a specific
context, such as sentence, paragraph.
• Purpose: Infer the interesting points about the events
• Two ways to approach
– “Pairs” and “Stripes”

Conclusion
• Through implementing words count and co-occurrence in MapReduce with
Hapdoop, we are able to find the relation between words which will improve
the precision of the prediction in future.
• Understand the sentiments and trends in the society by analyzing the real-time
twitter data.
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